6th Form Independent Study Guide

Subject – **SOCIOLOGY**

- Use the BBC news website and other trusted sources to link into topics – for example inequalities in education by class, gender, or ethnicity; changing family patterns in Britain; crime and deviance and the people behind them; or cults and sects.

- Use Google news to create a scrapbook of news articles.

- Discuss with others from the course how each perspective

- Use of the textbook to support learning – reading the textbook, this could include past chapters and reading future chapters in preparation for next lessons. There are copies of classroom textbooks in the library and Sixth Form work room.

- Use the Haralambos to support learning – this can be kept at home and used to further your understanding on what we have learnt in lesson or to aid early revision/

- Browse the lesson PPTs from the W drive to consolidate learning in the classroom.

- Use Sociology Review magazines which can be borrowed from Miss Stanley in H6. Some students also prescribe to this magazine at the beginning of the academic year. This is a great way to discover new Sociology theories and research based around the A Level course.

- Create revision resources for parts of the course that have already been completed for Year 1 and Year 2.

- Using resources from Year 1 and Year 2 to complete past example exam questions on a regular basis.

- Creating vocabulary lists and glossaries to summarise key aspects.

- Use video clips/documentaries etc. to further develop knowledge / understanding on topics.